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Bounded an unbounded Hilbert space V -Representations of the q-deformed Lie
algebra of the group of plan motions are studied for different choices of involutions.
Integrable (‘‘well-behaved’’) representations of the corresponding V -algebras are
defined and described up to unitary equivalence. In the case of the V -algebras
with quadratic involutions, analytically defined representations are introduced,
and irreducible analytically defined representations are described up to unitary
equivalence using dynamical systems. In the case of the V -algebras with involutions
of the first order all analytically defined representations are shown to be one-
dimensional. For these V -algebras the problem of unitary classification of all
representations defined on some dense invariant domain is shown to be equivalent
to the unitary classification of arbitrary families of bounded self-adjoint operators.
Integrable (‘‘well-behaved’’) representations of these V -algebras are defined and
described up to unitary equivalence.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we will study a family of complex unital associative
algebras Mq with generators z1 , z2 , z3 and relations
q12z1 z2&q&12z2z1=z3 ,
q12z2 z3&q&12z3z2=z1 , q # C, (1)
q12z3 z1&q&12z1z3=0.
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A complex associative algebra Mq with generators z1 , z2 , z3 and
relations (1) can be considered as a q-deformation of the Lie algebra of the
group of plane motions as well as a q-deformation of its graded analogue.
Indeed, when q=1 we get the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie
algebra of the group of plane motions or, to be more precise, its com-
plexification [Vil]. On the other hand, when q=&1, we get the graded
analogue of this Lie algebra. The Hilbert space V -representations of this
algebra has been studied in [Sil1, Sil2].
In this paper we will be mainly concerned with Hilbert space repre-
sentations of the real forms of the algebra Mq which are defined by an
involution V : Mq  Mq . Often V -algebras generated by elements satisfying
some commutation relations either have no bounded representations at all,
or such representations have uninteresting structure. In general we have to
deal with representations by unbounded operators. The set of all such
representations might be extremely large and practically indescribable.
Usually one studies some classes of ‘‘well-behaved’’ representations. In the
theory of Lie algebras there has been defined integrable representations
which can be extended to a unitary representations of the corresponding
Lie group (see [BaR, FS, Ga# , J1, J2, Ne, S4] and the references therein).
For general V -algebras it is very difficult to select ‘‘well-behaved’’ (inte-
grable) unbounded representations, or ‘‘well-behaved’’ families of operators
satisfying given commutation relations which can be extended to a ‘‘well-
behaved’’ representation of the whole V -algebra. The problem of defining
integrability of representations for some commutation relations and
V-algebras was studied by many authors (see [OS2, Sam, S4, Vas] and the
references therein; see also [D, DW, Ri, W1, W2]).
The aim of this article is to define and classify ‘‘well-behaved’’ representa-
tions for real forms of the algebra Mq defined by linear and some quadratic
involutions. Using the results of [OS1] we present such definition for
the V -algebras M 2, 1q , M
2, &1
q (see Section 2 for the definition of these
V-algebras) and give a description of all irreducible ‘‘well-behaved’’
representations up to unitary equivalence. It turns out that an analogous
definition is not satisfactory for representations of the V -algebras M /q ,
/=\1, since all such representations are trivial (one-dimensional). In this
paper we study other definitions of unbounded representations of these
V-algebras with more rich and interesting structure. Our definition is
inspired by results of papers [S1, S2, S3], where integrable representations
of R2q , SLq(2, R), Uq(sl2(R)) were studied. We show that the problem of
classification of all irreducible representations ? defined on some dense
invariant domain is very difficult (‘‘wild’’ in the sense of [PS]) even in the
case when ?(a1) and ?(a3) determine an integrable representation of R2q .
Namely, we prove that if we could classify all such representations we
would be able also to classify up to unitary equivalence all finite families
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of (selfadjoint) Hilbert space operators. We will prove in this paper, that
such classification can be achieved for some subclass of representations of
M1q and M
&1
q .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe involutions
in the algebra Mq . In Section 3, we define and study representations of
the V -algebras M 2, 1q , M
2, &1
q . Section 4 is concerned with definition of
integrable representations of the V -algebras M 1q and M
&1
q when |q|=1. In
Subsection 4.1 we construct a class of representations depending on
bounded operators A1 , ..., An and prove that the unitary classification of
such representations is equivalent to that of families (A1 , ..., An). In sub-
section 4.2 we define integrable representations and describe them up to
unitary equivalence.
2. INVOLUTIONS IN Mq
In this section we will study involutions in the algebras Mq . We will
assume, if not otherwise stated, that q{1. Also we will use throughout the
paper the convention that qs=e (:+i;) s if q=e(:+i;), : # R, ; # [&?, ?) and
s # R.
An involution in a complex associative algebra L is a mapping V : L  L
satisfying
(rA+sB)*=r A*+s B* (2)
(AB)*=B*A* (3)
(A*)*=A (4)
for all A, B, C # L and r, s # C. An algebra with an involution is called
V-algebra. Two involutions are said to be equivalent if the corresponding
V-algebras are isomorphic. Given an associative algebra L, it is a nontrivial
problem to find and classify all possible involutions in L.
Using (2), (3) it is not difficult to see that any involution in an algebra
with generators and relations is completely defined by its values on the
generators. An involution V may send linear combinations of generators to
linear combinations of generators. In this case V is said to be an involution
of the first order or a linear involution. On the other hand, there might
exist involutions which map linear combinations of generators to poly-
nomials in generators of the degree higher then one. We will call such
involutions nonlinear. If linear combinations of generators are mapped by
an involution to polynomials of the second degree, then we will call such
involutions quadratic.
In this paper we will consider, for the algebras Mq , all involutions of the
first order and some quadratic involutions.
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By definition any involution of the first order in the algebra Mq is
defined, on the generators z1 , z2 and z3 , by formulas of the form
z1*=c11 z1+c12z2+c13z3 ,
z2*=c21 z1+c22z2+c23z3 , (5)
z3*=c31 z1+c32z2+c33z3 ,
where C=[cjk] is a complex 3_3 matrix. The values of involution on an
arbitrary element in the algebra generated by z1 , z2 and z3 can be obtained
from (5) using (2), (3). The condition (4) is satisfied if and only if it is
satisfied for the generators z1 , z2 and z3 , that is if and only if
C C=I, (6)
where C =[cjk ] is the matrix obtained from C by the complex conjugation
of all elements. In particular, C must be non-degenerate. Applying the
involution to the commutation relations (1) and using (2), (3), (4) and (5)
we get three non-commutative polynomials in variables z1 , z2 and z3 which
must be zero in Mq . Using the commutation relations (1) these three poly-
nomials can be rewritten in the degree graded lexicographically ordered
form, that is in the form where z1 does not appear after z2 and z3 and z2
does not appear after z3 , and monomials of the higher total degree appear
first. These polynomials written in the lexicographically ordered form will
be equal to zero if and only if all their coefficients are zero, since it can
be shown that the lexicographically ordered monomials form a basis in
Mq , that is Mq is the PBW-type algebra. So, we obtain an additional set
of equations for the constants cjk . These equations and (6) form a nonlinear
system of equations. Solving this system we get all possible involutions of
the first order in Mq . Finally, the obtained involutions can be classified
that is shown to be equivalent to involutions from some set consisting of
pairwise inequivalent involutions. This can be done by specifying explicitly
isomorphism of the corresponding V -algebras.
The described calculations are rather lengthy and are outside of the main
subject of the article. So, we leave them out and state the final result.
Theorem 1. (1) If |q|{1, then there is no involution of the first order
in Mq .
(2) If |q|=1, q{\1, then all involutions of the first order in the
algebra Mq are equivalent to the following two inequivalent involutions:
(a) z1*=z1 , z2*=&z2 , z3*=z3 ,
(b) z1*=iz1 , z2*=z2 , z3*=&iz3 .
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(3) If q=&1, then each involution of the first order in the algebra
M&1 is either equivalent to (a), or to (b), or to the involution:
(c) z1*=z3 , z2*=&z2 , z3*=z1 .
Henceforth the V -algebras Mq with involutions (a) and (b) will be
denoted respectively by M 1q , M
&1
q , and the V -algebra M&1 with involution
(c) will be denoted by M 0&1 .
Let |q|=1, q{1 and q=ei, for some , # [&?, ?). It is possible to
choose self-adjoint (i.e., invariant under involution) generators in all the
V-algebras M 1q , M
&1
q , M
0
&1 . Indeed, the new generators a1=z1 , a2=iz2 ,
a3=z3 are self-adjoint in M 1q , that is a1*=a1 , a2*=a2 , a3*=a3 . Moreover,
it is easy to check that they satisfy, instead of (1) the following relations:
q12a1 a2&q&12a2a1=ia3,
q12a2 a3&q&12a3a2=ia1 , (7)
q12a3 a1&q&12a1a3=0.
In M &1q the new generators a1=(1+i) z1 , a2=z2 , a3=(1&i) z3 are
self-adjoint and satisfy the relations:
q12a1a2&q&12a2a1=ia3 ,
q12a2a3&q&12a3a2=&ia1 , (8)
q12a3a1&q&12a1a3=0.
Finally, in the algebra M 0&1 the new generators a1=z1+z3 , a2=iz2 ,
a3=i(z1&z3) are self-adjoint and satisfy the relations:
a1 a2+a2a1=&a3 ,
a2 a3+a3a2=&a1 , (9)
a23+a
2
1=0.
It turns out that the algebras Mq have also some quadratic involutions.
Let us substitute z3 in the second and third relation in (1) by the left
hand side of the first relation. Then we will get the following two relations
of the third order for z1 and z2 :
z22z1&(q+q
&1) z2z1z2+z1z22=&z1 ,
(10)
z21z2&(q+q
&1) z1z2z1+z2z21=0.
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Let us find all involutions of the form
z1*=c11z1+c12z2 , (11)
z2*=c21z1+c22z2 , (12)
z3*=q 12z2*z1*&q &12z1*z2*, (13)
where C=[ckj] is some non-degenerate 2_2 matrix with complex entries.
Note that (11), (12) and (13) define an involution in Mq if and only if (11)
and (12) define an involution in the algebra with generators z1 and z2 and
relations (10). Applying the involution to the second relation in (10) we get
0=z2*(z1*)2&(q +q &1) z1*z2*z1*+(z1*)2 z2*
=(c21z1+c22z2)(c11z1+c12z2)2
&(q +q &1)(c11z1+c12z2)(c21z1+c22z2)(c11 z1+c12z2)
+(c11z1+c12z2)2 (c21z1+c22z2)
=c21 c211(2&q &q
&1) z31+ } } } +c22c
2
12(2&q &q
&1) z32 ,
which yields c21 c211(2&q &q
&1)=0 and c22c212(2&q &q
&1)=0. Therefore,
either q=1 or (a) c12=c21=0, c11c22 {0, or (b) c11=c22=0, c12 c21 {0.
Since it was assumed from the beginning that q{1, we are left with the
cases (a) and (b). The case (b) is impossible by the first relations in (10).
Thus z1*=c11z1 and z2*=c22z2 . Taking into account condition (4) one can
easily prove that all such V -algebras are isomorphic either to the V -algebras
M 1q , M
&1
q when |q|=1 and q{ \1, or to the following V -algebras with
quadratic involutions:
M 2, 1q : q # R, a1*=a1 , a2*=a2 , a3*={q
12a2a1&q&12a1a2 ,
&(q12a2 a1&q&12a1a2),
q>0
q<0,
q12a1 a2&q&12a2a1=a3 ,
q12a2 a3&q&12a3a2=a1 , (14)
q12a3 a1&q&12a1a3=0.
M 2, &1q : q # R, a1*=a1 , a2*=a2 , a3*={q
12a2a1&q&12a1a2 ,
&(q12a2 a1&q&12a1a2),
q>0,
q<0,
q12a1a2&q&12a2a1=a3 ,
q12a2a3&q&12a3a2=&a1 , (15)
q12a3a1&q&12a1a3=0.
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Since M 2, 1q &M
2, 1
q&1 and M
2, &1
q &M
2, &1
q&1 (the isomorphism is defined by
a1 [ a1 , a2 [ a2 , a3 [ &a3* if q>0 and a3 [ a3* if q<0) we will consider
these V -algebras only for |q|>1.
3. DEFINITIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS OF REPRESENTATIONS
FOR THE V -ALGEBRAS M 2, 1Q AND M
2, &1
Q
Henceforth, if not stated otherwise, we will assume that q{\1. When
q=1 we get a classical object, the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie
algebra of the group of plane motions or, to be more precise, its com-
plexification [Vil]. On the other hand, when q=&1, we get the graded
analogue of this Lie algebra, the Hilbert space V -representations of which
have been studied in [Sil1, Sil2].
Since the set of all unbounded representations of commutation relations
(7), (8), (14), (15) or of the corresponding V -algebras is very large, it is
desirable to select ‘‘well-behaved’’ representations of this relations. In the
case of Lie algebras, there have been defined and intensively studied the
so-called ‘‘integrable’’ representations, that is representations that can be
extended to unitary representations of the corresponding Lie group. In
general there is no known canonical way of defining integrability of
representations for a given set of commutation relations. For some classes
of commutation relations and V -algebras this problem has been considered
in [OS2, Sam, S4, Vas, W1].
Let us now investigate the definition of representations of V -algebras
M 2, 1q and M
2, &1
q obtained following [OS1]. We will call these representa-
tions analytically defined.
Henceforth, Hw(A1 , ..., An) will denote the set of joint analytic vectors of
operators A1 , ..., An . A linear set 8 will be called a core for a closed
operator A if 8D(A) and the closure of the restriction of A to 8 is equal
to A. A family [Aj | j # J] of closed unbounded operators on a Hilbert
space H is called irreducible if decomposition Aj=Bj Cj for all j # J with
respect to an orthogonal direct sum H=H1 H2 is only possible when
either H1=[0] or H2=[0], or equivalently if
[C # L(H ) | CAjAj C and C*AjA jC*, j # J ]=CI.
These and other definitions and facts from the general theory of unbounded
representations of algebras can be found for example in [S4]. The basic
definitions and facts on unbounded operators in a Hilbert space can be
found for example in [ReSi, AG].
First let us consider a bounded representation of M 2, 1q in a Hilbert space
H. It is defined by selfadjoint operators A1 , A2 and an operator A3 such
that relations (14) are satisfied, A3*=q12A2A1&q&12A1A2 if q>0, and
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A3*=&(q12A2A1&q&12 A1A2) if q<0. From the last relation of (14) it
follows that ker A1 is invariant with respect to the operator A3 . By the first
one we have A21A2 .=0, . # ker A1 , and since A1 is selfadjoint, ker A1 is
invariant with respect to A2 . This gives A3.=0 and A3*.=0 for any
. # ker A1 . Thus H0=ker A1 is reducing for operators A2 , A3 , A3* , that is
A2=A (1)2 A
(2)
2 , A3=A
(1)
3 A
(2)
3 , A3*=(A
(1)
3 )* (A
(2)
3 )* and A1=A
(1)
1 0
on H=H =0 H0 . Moreover, A (2)3 =0. The same is true for bounded
representations of the V-algebra M 2, &1q .
Motivated by these arguments and results of [OS1] we give the
following definition.
Definition 1. A triple of closed operators (A1 , A2 , A3) in a Hilbert
space H will be called analytically defined representation of the V -algebra
M 2, 1q , if A1 , A2 are symmetric, q
12A2A1&q&12A1 A2 A3* if q>0 and
&(q12A2 A1&q&12A1A2)A3* if q<0; H0=ker A1 is reducing for
operators A2 , A2*, A3 and A3* (i.e. A2=A 2 A 2 , A2*=A 2* A 2*A3=
A 3 A 3 , A3*=A 3* A 3* on H =0 H0); A 2*=A 2 , A 3=0 and there exists a
dense linear set 8 in H =0 such that
(1) 8 is invariant with respect to A 1 , A &11 , A 2 and A 3 ;
(2) 8 is a core for A 1 , A &11 , A 2 , A 3 and A 3*;
(3) 8Hw(A 1 , A 3*A 3);
(4) relations (14) hold on 8
Representations of the algebra M 2, &1q are defined in the same way as for
M2, 1q except that in (4) the relations (15) must hold instead of (14).
The following theorem describes analytically defined representations for
the generators in the V -algebra M 2, 1q . In order to write formulas for represen-
tations in the space l2(N) in a more compact form we use e0 to denote the
zero vector. Henceforth, we denote by N the set of positive integers, and by
[ek | k # N], [ek | k # Z] orthonormal bases in l2(N) and l2 (Z).
Theorem 2. All irreducible analytically defined representations of the
algebra M 2, 1q are unitarily equivalent to one of the following representations:
(1) H=l2(N),
A1 ek=*qkek ,
A2 ek=q12(q&q&1)&1 (q&(k+1)*&1 |*| - |q| (q2k&1) ek+1
(16)
+|q|&1 q&(k&1)*&1 |*| - |q| (q2(k&1)&1) ek&1),
A3 ek=|*| - |q| (q2k&1) ek+1 ,
where * # R"[0].
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(2) H=l2(Z),
A1ek=*qkek ,
A2ek=q12(q&q&1)&1 (q&(k+1)*&1 - ++*2 |q| (q2k&1) ek+1
(17)
+|q|&1 q&(k&1)*&1 - ++*2 |q| (q2(k&1)&1) ek&1),
A3ek=- ++*2 |q| (q2k&1) ek+1 ,
where (*, +) # ([&q, &1)_R) _ ((1, q]_R), +*&2|q|.
(3) H=C,
A1=(0), A2=(*), A3=(0), (18)
where * # R.
Proof. Since H0=ker A1 is reducing for operators A2 , A2* , A3 and A3*
and A3 | H0=0, A2 |H0 is selfadjoint, we have that any irreducible representa-
tion with ker A1 {[0] is one dimensional and has the form (18).
Let ker A1=[0]. From relations (14) it follows that
A1A3.=qA3A1., (19)
A3*A3.=(A3A3*+|q&q&1| A21) ., . # 8 (20)
Moreover,
A1A2.=q12(q&q&1)&1 (A3+|q|&1 A3*) ., . # 8. (21)
Since 8 is invariant with respect to A&11 we have
A2.=q12(q&q&1)&1 A&11 (A3+|q|
&1 A3*) .,
for any . # 8. Moreover, by condition (2) of Definition 1, A2 is the closure
of the operator q12(q&q&1)&1 A&11 (A3+|q|
&1 A3*).
The relation (19) implies that A3*A1.=qA1A3*. and
(A3*A3) A1.=A1(A3*A3) ., . # 8. (22)
Moreover, (19) and (20) together yield
(A3*A3) A3.=A3(A3*A3+q2 |q&q&1| A21) ., . # 8. (23)
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Indeed, for any . # 8 we have
(A3*A3) A3.=(A3A3*+|q&q&1| A21) A3.
=A3(A3*A3) .+q2 |q&q&1| A3A21.
=A3(A3*A3+q2 |q&q&1| A21) ..
The relations (22), (19), and (23) have the following form
T1 T2 .=T2T1 ., (24)
T1B.=BF1(T1 , T2) . (25)
T2B.=BF2(T1 , T2) ., (26)
where T1=A1 , T2=A3*A3 , B=A3 , and
F1(x1 , x2)=qx1 , F2(x1 , x2)=q2 |q&q&1| x21+x2 .
Moreover, if we require that ker BB*=ker (T2&|q&q&1| T 21) then one
can easily prove that relations (24)(26) are equivalent to (19)(20).
Since T1 , T2 commute on the linear dense subset 8 which in invariant
with respect to T1 , T2 and consists of analytic vectors for both operators,
the operators T1 , T2 strongly commute, that is have commuting spectral
projections. Let us consider the polar decomposition of the closed operator
B=A3=UC, where C=- A3*A3 =- T2 , and U is a partial isometry such
that P=U*U is the projection onto (ker B)==(ker A3)==(ker T2)=, and
UU* is the projection onto (ker B*)==ker (T2&|q&q&1| T 21)
=. By
Theorem 2 from [OS1], relations (25)(26) are equivalent to the relations
[ET1(2), ET2(2$)]=0, \2, 2$ # B(R), (27)
ET1 , T2(2 ) UP=UET1 , T2(F
&1(2 )) P, \2 # B(R2),
where ET1( } ) and ET2( } ) are the resolutions of the identities for the
operators T1 and T2 , respectively, ET1, T2( } ) is the joint resolution of the
identity for commuting selfadjoint operators T1 and T2 , the mapping
F=R2  R2 is defined by the formula
F(x1 , x2)=(F1(x1 , x2), F2(x1 , x2))=(qx1 , q2 |q&q&1| x21+x2),
and partial isometry U is centered, i.e.,
[Uk(U*)k, (U*)m U m]=0,
[Uk(U*)k, Um(U*)m]=0,
[(U*)k Uk, (U*)m U m]=0
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For any k, m # N. The last follows from (27) and the equalities
U*U=ET2(R"[0]), UU*=ET1 , T2(R
2"N ),
where N=[(x1 , x2) # R2 | x2=|q&q&1| x21]. Since P is the projection onto
(ker U*U)==(ker U)=, we can remove P in (27).
The dynamical system on R2 defined by the mapping (x1 , x2) [ F(x1 , x2)
has the measurable section {=((1, q]_R) _ ([0]_R) _ ([&q, &1)_R),
i.e., a Borel set such that any orbit of the dynamical system (R2, F( } , } ))
intersects it exactly in one point. Thus, by [OT, V1] for any irreducible
representation (A1 , A2 , A3) the joint spectrum _(T1 , T2) of operators T1 ,
T2 is discrete and concentrated on a subset of an orbit 0x1 , x2 of the
dynamical system. In our case 0x1 , x2=[F
(k)(x1 , x2) | k # Z], where
F (k)(x1 , x2)=(qkx1 , x2+|q| (q2k&1) x21). Moreover, by the assumption
Ker A1=[0], we can restrict our considerations to the orbits 0x1 , x2 such
that x1{0. It is clear that, since |q|>1, this dynamical system does not
have any cycles different from the fixed points 00, x2=[(0, x2)]. Hence,
_(T1 , T2) is simple as soon as the triple (A1 , A2 , A3) is irreducible (see
[OT, V1]).
Denote by H(*1, *2) the eigenspace of the family (T1 , T2) with eigenvalue
(*1 , *2). From relations (27) is easily follows that if e # H(*1, *2) , then
Ue # HF(*1, *2) and U*e # HF(&1)(*1, *2) . Note that since ker U=ker T2 , Ue=0
if and only if *2=0; since ker U*=ker A3 A3* , U*e=0 if and only if
(F (&1)(*1 , *2))2=*2&|q&q&1| *21=0.
If x2|q| x21 , then (F
(k)(x1 , x2))2>0 for any orbit 0x1, x2 different from
00, 0=[(0, 0)]. Hence the operator U is unitary and the corresponding
irreducible representation acts in l2(0x1, x2) by the formulas
A1ez=z1ez , Cez=- z2 ez , Uez=eF(z) ,
where z=(z1 , z2) # 0x1, x2 .
If x2<|q| x21 then, because |q|>1, (F
(k)(x1 , x2))2 tends to x2&|q| x21<0
as k  &. Since C20 and C2&|q&q&1| A21=A3A3*0, we have that
ker U*{[0] and the corresponding orbit contains the point (x1 , 0),
x1 # R"[0]. Thus _(T1 , T2)=_(A1 , C2) is concentrated on the set
[(y1 , y2) # 0x1 , 0 | y20, y2&|q&q
&1| y210]
=[F (k)(x1 , 0) | k # N]=0+x1 , 0
and the irreducible representation acts in l2(0+x1, 0), by the formulas
A1ey=y1ey , Cey=- y2 ey , Uey=eF( y) ,
where y=( y1 , y2) # 0+x1, 0 . K
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Theorem 3. All irreducible analytically defined representations of the
algebra M 2, &1q are unitarily equivalent to one of the following representations:
(1) H=l2(N),
A1ek=*q&(k&1)ek ,
A2ek=q12(q&q&1)&1 (q(k&2)*&1 |*| - |q| (1&q&2(k&1)) ek&1
(28)
+|q|&1 qk*&1 |*| - |q| (1&q&2k) ek+1),
A3ek=|*| - |q| (1&q&2(k&1)) ek&1 ,
where * # R"[0].
(2) H=C,
A1=(0), A2=(*), A3=(0), (29)
where * # R.
Proof. If (A1 , A2 , A3) satisfy (15) then it is easy to check that
A1A3 .=qA3A1 ., (30)
A3*A3.=(A3A3*&|q&q&1| A21) ., . # 8 (31)
A1A2 .=q12(q&q&1)(A3+|q|&1 A3*) .. (32)
By the same arguments given in the proof of Theorem 2, we obtain that if
ker A1 {[0] then any irreducible triple (A1 , A2 , A3) acts in one-dimen-
sional space as described in (29).
In the space H =0 =(ker A1)
= we have that A2 is a closure of the operator
q12(q&q&1) A&11 (A3+|q|
&1 A3*). Moreover, if A3=UC is the polar
decomposition of A3 then the following relations hold
[EA1(2), EC2(2$)]=0, \2, 2$ # B(R),
EA1 , C2(2 ) U=UEA1 , C2(F
&1(2 )), \2 # B(R2),
where EA1( } ), EC2( } ) are the resolutions of the identities for the operators
A1 , C2 respectively, EA1, C2( } ) is the joint resolution of the identity for
commuting selfadjoint operators A1 , C2,
F(x1 , x2)=(qx1 , x2&q2 |q&q&1| x21),
and operator U is centered.
Exactly as in Theorem 2, for any irreducible representation, _(A1 , C2) is
simple and _(A1 , C2)0x1, x2 , where x1{0 and 0x1, x2 is an orbit of the
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dynamical system generated by F. In this case 0x1, x2=[F
(k)(x1 , x2), k # Z]
where F (k)(x1 , x2)=(qkx1 , x2&|q| (q2k&1) x21). Since C
20 and (F (k)(x1 , x2))2
 & as k  +, we have that ker U{0, the orbit contains a point
(x1 , 0), x1 # R"[0], and the corresponding irreducible representation acts
in the space l2(0&x1, 0) by the formulas
A1ey=y1ey , Cey=- y2 ey,
Uey={eF(y) ,0,
if y{(x1 , 0),
if y=(x1 , 0),
where 0&x1, 0=[F
(k)(x1 , 0) | k # Z&=Z"N], x1 # R"[0], and y=( y1 , y2)
# 0&x1, 0 . K
Remark 1. By arguments given in Theorems 2, 3 analytically defined
representations of M 2, 1q (M
2, &1
q ) can be also defined by means of bounded
operators. Namely, we can say that closed operators (A1 , A2 , A3), A1*=A1 ,
ker A1=[0] define a representation of M 2, 1q (M
2, &1
q ) if
[EA1(2), EC2(2$)]=0, \2, 2$ # B(R), (33)
EA1 , C2(2 ) U=UEA1 , C2(F
&1(2 )), \2 # B(R2),
where A3=UC is the polar decomposition of A3 , EA1( } ), EC2( } ) are the
resolutions of the identities for the operators A1 and C 2 respectively,
EA1, C2( } ) is the joint resolution of the identity for commuting self-
adjoint operators A1 and C2, F( } , } ) is the function defined in the proof of
Theorem 2 (Theorem 3), and A2 is the closure of the operator q12(q&q&1)&1
A&11 (A3+|q|
&1 A3*).
In the proof of Theorems 2 and 3 we have reduced investigation
of representations of our algebras to the study of the behavior of orbits of
some dynamical systems. Such methods, having their origin in the theory
of systems of imprimitivity and induced representations of groups [M1,
M2, M3], have been developed in the framework of operator algebras (see
for example [EH, Ped, Tom] and references therein), as well as for the
families of (unbounded) operators satisfying some commutation relations
[OS1, V2]. In the proof of Theorems 2 and 3 we use the results of [OT,
V1] where the above mentioned method has been extended to the families
of operators satisfying relations of type (33) where U is not necessarily a
unitary operator, but can be any centered partial isometry.
Remark 2. For the V -algebras M 1q and M
&1
q , a definition of analyti-
cally defined representations analogous to Definition 1 for M 2, 1q and M
2, &1
q
would not be satisfactory since all irreducible representations of this class
have trivial structure (are one-dimensional).
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Indeed, let us firstly consider bounded representations of the V -algebras
M1q and M
&1
q in a Hilbert space H. They are defined by selfadjoint
operators A1 , A2 , A3 satisfying (7) and (8) respectively. By the Fuglede
Putnam theorem (see for example [Ru]), it follows from the relation
A1A3=qA3A1 that A1A3=q A3A1 , and hence A1A3=A3A1=0 if q{\1
and |q|=1. From other relations between the generators we will have that
H=ker A1=ker A3 . Thus any irreducible bounded representation of M /q is
one-dimensional and given by the formula
A1=(0), A2=(*), A3=(0), (34)
where * # R.
Let now A1 , A3 be selfadjoint operators and A2 be a closed symmetric
operator, satisfying (7) on a dense linear set 8, which is invariant with
respect to A1 , A2 , and A3 . Assume that ker A1 & 8{<. Then it easily
follows from the relations that ker A1 & 8 is invariant with respect to
operators of the representation. Moreover A3 | ker A1 & 8=0. Denote by
Pker A1 , Pker A3 the projection onto ker A1 and ker A3 respectively. If
Pker Ai 88, i=1, 2, then H0=ker A1=ker A3 reduces A2 , i.e.,
A1=A (1)1 0, A2=A (1)2 A (2)2 , A3=A (1)3 0. If A (2)2 is selfadjoint then any
irreducible subrepresentation with ker A1 {[0] is one-dimensional and
given by the above formulas.
In [S2] it has been noted that if ker A1=[0] and ker A3=[0], then
there is no joint analytic vectors .{0 for (A1 , A3) such that the relation
A1A3.=qA3A1. holds. Hence, if we try to define analytically defined
representations in the same manner, we will get only trivial (one-dimen-
sional) representations as in the bounded case.
4. INTEGRABLE REPRESENTATIONS OF THE
V -ALGEBRA M /q , /=\1
The choice of analytically defined representations as ‘‘well-behaved’’
(integrable) representations of the V -algebras M 1q and M
&1
q might not be
satisfactory for |q|=1, q2{1 (see Remark 2).
In this section, using results of [S1], we will define and classify ‘‘well-
behaved’’ (integrable) representations for this case. For the reader’s
convenience and to fix notations we remind some necessary definitions and
results from [S1].
Let us denote by R2q the real quantum plane which is the free V -algebra
with the unit generated by two hermitian elements a and b satisfying the
relation
ab=qba. (35)
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Integrable (‘‘well-behaved’’) representations of R2q for |q|=1 were defined
and classified up to unitary equivalence in [S1].
Let q=e&i., |.|<?, .k=.&?k, k # Z. We will denote the operators of
representations of the generators by the same letters a and b.
Definition 2 [S1]. Suppose that a0 or a0. Then the pair [a, b]
is called an integrable representation of R2q if H0=ker a is reducing for b,
i.e. we have b=b1 b0 and a=a1 0 on H=H =0 H0 , and if there exists
a k # Z such that
|a1 | it b1=e.2k tb1 |a1 | it, for all t # R.
In this case we will write [a, b] # C2k(q).
Definition 3 [S1]. A pair [a, b] of selfadjoint operators a and b on a
Hilbert space H is called an integrable representation of R2q if there is an
= # [&1, 1] such that:
(1) [ |a|, b] is an integrable representation of R2=q ;
(2) uab=bua , where ua is a partial isometry in the polar decomposi-
tion of a.
If [ |a| , b] # C2k(q), we shall write [a, b] # C2k(q) for ==1 and
[a, b] # C2k+1(q) for ==&1.
Following notations in [S1], we will denote by Q and P respectively the
multiplication operator by the variable x and the differential operator
i(ddx) acting on the Hilbert space L2(R). The operators e:P and e;Q will
be important in what follows. The precise description of the domain D(e:P)
is given in [S1], [S3]. We will need only the properties that g(x)=
e&=x2+#x # D(e:P) for =>0, * # C, and (e:Pg)(x)=e&=(x+i:)2+#(x+i:). If A is
an operator on a Hilbert space K and B is an operator on L2(R) then we
will write BA for the operator BA on L2(R)K. The same symbol will
be also used for the closure of this operator, if no confusion can arise. Also
we shall write simply P, Q, ewP and ewQ for the operators PI, QI,
ewP I and ewQ I, respectively, on a Hilbert space L2(R)K.
Consider the following two models of integrable representations of R2q .
Let K be a Hilbert space and k be an integer.
(M1). Let v, w be commuting symmetries on K, i.e. commuting
selfadjoint unitary operators. Define selfadjoint operators a~ , b on the
Hilbert space H=L2(R)K by a~ =eQw, b =e.2k Pv.
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(M&1). Define selfadjoint operators a~ , b on the Hilbert space
H=L2(R) (KK) by a~ =eQ_0 , b =e.2k+1P_1 , where _0 and _1 denote
the operator Pauli matrices
_0=\I0
0
&I+ , _1=\
0
I
I
0+
acting on KK.
Theorem 4 [S1]. Suppose that [a, b] is an integrable representation of
R2q such that ker a=ker b=[0]. Then the pair [a, b] is unitarily equivalent
to the pair [a~ , b ] described in the model M1 if [a, b] # C2k(q), and to the
pair [a~ , b ] in the model M&1 if [a, b] # C2k+1(q).
Consider linear sets F1=l.s.[e&=x
2+#x f | =>+, # # C, f # K] and F&1=
l.s.[e&=x2+#x f | =>+, # # C, f # KK] for some constant +>0. It is easy
to check that F1 and F&1 are dense in L2(R)K and L2(R) (KK)
respectively. Moreover, it can be shown (see [S1]) that F j satisfies the
following conditions:
(1) Fj is invariant with respect to a, a&1, b, b&1, |a| it and |b| it, t # R,
(2) Fj is a core for a, a&1 and b, b&1,
(3) ab=qba, for any  # Fj ,
where a, b are the operators from the model Mj , j=&1, 1.
4.1.
Let us consider the algebras M /q , /=\1, which are the unital V -algebras
generated by hermitian elements a1 , a2 and a3 satisfying the following
relations
q12a1a2&q&12a2a1=ia3 ,
q12a2a3&q&12a3a2=i/a1 , (36)
q12a3a1&q&12a1a3=0.
It is easy to check that the element
2 :=iq&12(q&q&1) a3a2a1+/q&1a21+q
&1a23
is central. Moreover 2 is hermitian.
Let a1 , a2 , a3 be symmetric operators in a Hilbert space H. The triple
[a1 , a2 , a3] determines a representation of M /q if there exists a dense
domain DH such that D is invariant with respect to ai and
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(q12a1 a2+q&12a2a1) =ia3, (37)
(q12a2 a3&q&12a3a2) =i/a1, (38)
(q12a3 a1&q&12a1a3) =0. (39)
The next theorem shows that the problem of unitary classification of all
such representations is very difficult (‘‘wild’’ in the sense of [PS]). Namely,
we prove that if we could classify all such representations we would be able
also to classify up to unitary equivalence all finite families of (selfadjoint)
Hilbert space operators.
Theorem 5. For any family (A1 , ..., An) of selfadjoint bounded non-zero
operators and m # Z there is a representation (a1 , a2(A1 , ..., An), a3) of M /q
such that [a1 , a3] # Cm(q). The representation (a1 , a2(A1 , ..., An), a3) is
irreducible if and only if (A1 , ..., An) is irreducible, and the representations
(a1 , a2(A1 , ..., An), a3) and (a~ , a~ 2(A 1 , ..., A n), a~ 3) are unitarily equivalent if
and only if (A1 , ..., An) and (A 1 , ..., A n) are unitarily equivalent.
Proof. The proof will be divided into several steps. It includes some
lemmas and propositions which might be of independent interest. First we
will describe all representations satisfying some additional assumptions.
By arguments given in Remark 2, we can restrict ourselves to the case
ker a1=[0]. Assume in addition that D is invariant with respect to a&11 ,
a&13 . Then relations (37)(39) can be rewritten in the following form
a1a3 =qa3a1 , (40)
a1 \a2& iq
&12
q&q&1
a3 a&11 + =q&1 \a2& iq
&12
q&q&1
a3a&11 + a1, (41)
a3 \a2& i/q
12
q&q&1
a1 a&13 + =q \a2& i/q
12
q&q&1
a1a&13 + a3 , (42)
for  # D.
Let [a1 , a3] # C2k(q). By Theorem 4, they are unitarily equivalent to the
following operators (which we will denote by the same letters)
a1=eQw, a3=e.2k Pv
acting on L2(R)K, where K is a Hilbert space, and w, v are symmetries
on K.
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In the following proposition we describe a set of closed operators a2 such
that a2 : F1  F1 , [a1 , a2 , a3] generate a representation of the algebra M /q
on the linear set D=F1 , and the following relations hold on F1 :
|a1 | :+i; \a2& iq
&12
q&q&1
a3a&11 + =e(:+i;) i.2k \a2& iq
&12
q&q&1
a3a&11 +
_|a1 |:+i; , (43)
[a2 , w] =0, [a2 , v] =0.
Proposition 1. Let [a1 , a2 , a3] be a representation for the generators
of the V -algebra M /q in the Hilbert space L2(R)K satisfying the following
conditions:
(1) a1=eQw and a3=e.2k Pv, (i.e., [a1 , a3] is the pair of operators
from the model M1).
(2) F1 is invariant with respect to a2 , and a2 is a closed symmetric
operator with F1 as a core.
(3) For any f (x) # [e&=x2+#x | =>+, # # C] there exists a constant
c( f )>0 such that for any g # K,
&a2( f (x)g)&c( f ) &g&K ,
where & }&K is a norm in the Hilbert space K.
(4) Relations (43) hold on F1 .
(5) There exists an orthonormal basis [ fm , m # N] in K, such that for
any =>+,
a2(e&=x
2 fm)= :
n(=)
l=1
e&=l
m(=) x2+#l
m(=) xgml (=)
for some gml (=) # K and some finite set of pairwise different pairs of numbers
[=ml (=), #
m
l (=)]
n(=)
l=1 .
Then [a1 , a2 , a3] is unitarily equivalent to one of the following representa-
tions
a1=eQw,
a2= :
N
l=1
e&(.2rl .2k) Qe&.2kPBl+
i/q12
q&q&1
eQe&.2k Pvw
(44)
+
iq&12
q&q&1
e.2k Pe&Qvw,
a3=e.2k Pv,
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where rl # Z, rl {rj for l{ j, and [B1 , ..., BN] is a finite family of bounded
non-zero operators on K such that
[Bl , w]=0, [Bl , v]=0, Bl*=qBl .
Proof. The operators a1 and a3 satisfy a1a3.=qa3a1 ., for any . # F1 .
Our aim is to define an operator a2 : F1  F1 satisfying the conditions of
the theorem.
Let [ fm , m # N] be the orthonormal basis in K from the condition (5),
and fix =>+>0. Then
a2(e&=x
2  fm)=e&=1(=) x
2+#1(=) xgm1 (=)+ } } } +e
&=n(=) x
2+#n(=) xgmn (=)
for some vectors gml (=) # K and some n=n(=) # N. Let us show that for any
l # [1, ..., n] a bounded linear operator Bl (=) can be defined on K so that
Bl (=) fm= gml (=) for all m # N. First of all let Bl (=) act on the basis vectors
fm as claimed, and define Bl (=) by linearity on the linear space Kfin=
l.s.[ fm | m # N] of all finite linear combinations of the basis vectors fm . Let
g be an arbitrary vector in Kfin . Then, by condition (3),
&a2(e&=x
2  g)&c(e&=x 2) &g&K .
Now, for any fixed l # [1, ..., n] let . # L2(R) be such a function that
. = [e&=s(=) x 2+#s(=) x | s # [1, ..., n], s{l ] and (e&=l (=) x2+#l (=) x, .){0.
Then
&Bl (=) g&2K |(e&=l (=) x
2+#l(=) x, .)|=|(a2(e&=x
2 g), .B l (=) g)|
&a2(e&=x
2 g)& &.& &Bl (=) g&K
c(e&=x 2) &g&K &.& &Bl (=) g&K .
Hence,
&Bl (=) g&K
c(e&=x2) &.&
|(e&=l (=) x 2+#l (=) x, .)|
&g&K .
So, for any l # [1, ..., n], the operator Bl (=) is a bounded linear operator on
the dense linear subset Kfin of the Hilbert space K, and therefore can be
uniquely defined as a bounded linear operator on the whole K. Since a2
is bounded with respect to second argument, that is &a2(e&=x
2 g)&
c(e&=x2) &g&K , we may write
a2(e&=x
2 g)=e&=1(=) x2+#1(=) xB1(=) g+ } } } +e&=n(=) x
2+#n(=) xBn(=) g,
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where g # K, and Bl (=) are bounded non-zero operators in K such that
[Bl (=), w]=0, [Bl (=), v]=0 (the last two relations follow from the last
two relations in (43)).
In order to find action of the operator a2 on the vectors from the set
F =1=l.s.[e
&=x 2+#x f | # # C, f # K] note that from (43) we have for any
:+i; # C and any f # K
a2(e&=x
2+(:+i;) x f )
=a2 |a1 |:+i; (e&=x
2  f )
=\e&(:+i;) i.2k |a1 | :+i; a2& iq
&12
q&q&1
e&(:+i;) i.2k |a1 |:+i; a3a&11
+
iq&12
q&q&1
a3a&11 |a1 |
:+i;+ (e&=x 2 f )
=e&(:+i;) i.2ke(:+i;) x \ :
n
j=1
e&=j (=) x 2+#j (=) xBj (=) f +
&
iq&12
q&q&1
(e(:+i;)(x&i.2k)e&(x+i.2k)e&=(x+i.2k) 2vwf )
+
iq&12
q&q&1
(e.2k Pe&Q vw)(e&=x2+(:+i;) x f )
= :
n
j=1
e&(=j (=)&=) x 2+(#j (=)&2i=.2k) x
_e&=(x&i.2k) 2+(:+i;)(x&i.2k)&=.
2
2k Bj (=) f
&
iq&12
q&q&1
(e&=(x&i.2k) 2+(:+i;)(x&i.2k)e&(x+i.2k)e&4i=.2k xvwf )
+
iq&12
q&q&1
(e.2k Pe&Q vw)(e&=x2+(:+i;) x} f )
=\ :
n
j=1
e&(=j (=)&=) Q2+#~ j (=)Q e&.2k PB j (=)&
iq12
q&q&1
(e&$Q e&.2kP vw)
+
iq&12
q&q&1
(e.2k Pe&Qvw)+ (e&=x2+(:+i;)x f ),
where $=1+4i=.2k , #~ j (=)=#j (=)&2i=.2k and B j (=)=e&=.
2
2k Bj (=).
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Substitution of the operators a1 , a2 , and a3 into relation (42) yields for
any l(x) f # F =1
\\q12 :
n
j=1
e&(=j (=)&=) Q 2+#~ j (=)Qe&.2kPe.2kPB j (=)v
&q&12e.2k P :
n
j=1
e&(=j(=)&=)Q2+#~ j (=)Q e&.2k PB j (=)v+
&\ iqq&q&1 e&$Qe&.2kP e.2kP w&
i
q&q&1
e.2k Pe&$Qe&.2k Pw+
+\ iq&q&1 e.2kPe&Qe.2kP w&
iq&1
q&q&1
e.2k Pe.2k Pe&Qw++ (l(x) f )
=i/eQw(l(x) f ).
For l(x)=e&=x 2+(:+i;)x this relation can be rewritten in the form
:
n
j=1
e&=j (=)x 2 gj(x)B j(=) vf=e&=x
2 r(x)wf, (45)
where
gj(x)=q12e(#~ j (=)+:+i;)x
&q&12e(#~ j (=)+:+i;)x+2i.2k(=&=j (=))xe(=j (=)&=).
2
2k ei.2k#~ j (=)
r(x)=
iq
q&q&1
(1&e4=.
2
2k ) e(:+i;&$)x+i/exe(:+i;)x.
If =j (=){= for some j then (45), the form of the functions gl (x) and r(x),
and the property that the pairs of numbers (=l (=), #l (=)) are pairwise
different yield, via an easy linear independence argument, B j (=)=0. But
since all operators Bj (=) has been chosen so that Bj (=){0, then B j (=){0,
and so =j (=)== for any j # [1, ..., n].
After substituting = instead of all = j (=) in (45) and cancelling out e&=x
2
and e(:+i;) x we get
:
n
j=1
e#~ j (=)x (q12&q&12ei.2k#~ j (=))B j(=) vf
=
iq
q&q&1
(1&e4=.
2
2k ) e&(1+4i=.2k )xwf+i/exwf.
(46)
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Since the pairs (=j (=), #~ j (=)) are pairwise different and =j (=)== for all j, the
numbers #~ j (=) are also pairwise different. If there exists j such that #~ j (=){
&(1+4i=.2k) and #~ j (=){1, then e#~ j (=) x(q12&q&12ei.2k #~ j(=))B j (=) vf =0
for any f # K. Since all operators B j (=) are non-zero, then for any
j # [1, ..., n] we have q=ei.2k#~ j (=), and hence #~ j (=)=&.2rj (=).2k for some
integer rj (=), and .2rj (=)=.&2?r j (=). Moreover in this case, that is for
those j for which #~ j (=){&(1+4i=.2k) and #~ j (=){1, the corresponding
operators B j (=), and therefore Bj (=), can be chosen arbitrary. If j is such
that #~ j (=)=1, then it is unique and
(q12&q&12 ei.2k )B j (=) vf=i/wf,
or equivalently
(q12&q&32)B j (=) vf=i/wf.
Hence for those j for which #~ j (=)=1, we have B j (=)=iq12/wv(q&q&1). If
j is such that #~ j (=)=&(1+4i=.2k), then it is unique and
(q12&q&12ei.2k (&1&4i=.2k ))B j(=) vf=
iq
q&q&1
(1&e4=.
2
2k )wf,
which yields B j (=)=(iq12(q&q&1)) wv. So, on F =1 , the operator a2 is given
by the formula
a2= :
n(=)
j=1
e(&.2rj (=).2k )Qe&.2k PBj (=)+
i/q12
q&q&1
eQe&.2kP vw
+
iq&12
q&q&1
e.2kPe&Q vw.
Our next and final goal will be to prove that the action of the operator
a2 on F =1 does not depend on =, and hence a2 can be defined on the whole
F1 by the formula (44). At the same time we will prove the involution
condition on Bj (=). Since the operator a2 is symmetric on F1 , the equality
(a2h1 , h2)=(h1 , a2h2) holds for all h1=e&=1x
2+#x  f # F =11 and h2=
e&=2x 2+{x g # F =21 , or equivalently
:
n(=1 )
j=1
(e&(.2rj (=1 ).2k )Qe&.2k Pe&=1x 2+#x, e&=2x 2+{x)(Bj (=1) f, g)
= :
n(=2 )
j=1
(e&=1x2+#x, e&(.2rj (=2 ).2k )Qe&.2k Pe&=2x 2+{x)(Bj (=2)* f, g) (47)
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for any f # K and g # K. Computation of the first scalar products on the
right and left hand sides of (47) using Fourier transforms yields
(e&(.2rj (=1).2k )Qe&.2k Pe&=1x 2+#x, e&=2x 2+{x)
=|

&
e&(.2rj (=1 ).2k )xe&=1 (x&i.2k) 2+#(x&i.2k ) e&=2x 2+{ x dx
=e&i#.2k+=1.
2
2k e((#+{ ) .2k&.2rj (=1 )+2i=1 .
2
2k )
2 4(=1+=2 ) .
2
2k ,
(e&=1x 2+#x, e&(.2rj (=2 ).2k )Qe&.2kPe&=2 x2+{x)
=|

&
e&=1 x2+#xe&(.2rj (=2 ).2k )xe&=2(x+i.2k) 2+{ (x+i.2k ) dx
=q&1e&i#.2k+=1.
2
2k e((#+{ ).2k&.2rj (=2 )+2i=1.
2
2k )
2 4(=1+=2) .
2
2k .
Therefore, (47) can be rewritten in the form
:
n(=1 )
j=1
(Bj(=1) f, g) e((#+{ ) .2k&.2rj (=1 )+2i=1 .
2
2k )
24(=1+=2 ) .
2
2k
= :
n(=2 )
j=1
(q&1Bj (=2)* f, g) e((#+{ ) .2k&.2rj (=2 )+2i=1.
2
2k )
2 4(=1+=2 ) .
2
2k
or equivalently in the form
:
n(=1)
j=1
(Bj(=1) f, g) : j(=1 , =2 , #+{ )= :
n(=2 )
j=1
(q&1Bj(=2)* f, g) ;j(=1 , =2, #+{ ),
(48)
where the functions :j (=1 , =2 , #+{ ) and ;j (=1 , =2 , #+{ ) are defined by the
formulas
:j(=1 , =2 , #+{ )
=e2(#+{ ) .2k (2i=1.
2
2k&.2rj (=1 ))+(2i=1.
2
2k&.2rj (=1 ))
2 4(=1+=2 ) .
2
2k
;j (=1 , =2 , #+{ )
=e2(#+{ ) .2k (2i=1.
2
2k&.2rj (=2 ))+(2i=1.
2
2k&.2rj (=2 ))
2 4(=1+=2) .
2
2k .
Differentiation n1=n(=1)+n(=2) times with respect to #+{ of both sides of
(48) at the point #+{ =0 produces n(=1)+n(=2) equations
:
n(=1 )
j=1
’mj (Bj(=1) f, g)e
sj= :
n(=2 )
j=1
&mj (q
&1Bj (=2)* f, g) etj, (49)
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where m # [1, ..., n1] and ’ j , &j , sj , t j are given by the formulas
’j=
2i=1.22k&.2rj (=1)
2(=1+=2) .2k
, &j=
2i=1.22k&.2rj (=2)
2(=1+=2) .2k
,
sj=
(2i=1.22k&.2rj (=1))
2
4(=1+=2) .22k
, tj=
(2i=1 .22k&.2rj (=2))
2
4(=1+=2) .22k
.
The system of equations (49) is a homogeneous linear system of equations
with respect to (x1 , ..., xn(=1) , &y1 , ..., &yn(=2)), where xj=(Bj (=1) f, g), yj=
(q&1Bj (=1)* f, g) and the matrix of the system is a n1 _n1 Vandermonde
matrix multiplied by a diagonal matrix with non-zero entries
W1=\
1,
’1 ,
b
’n1&1
1
,
...,
...,
...
...,
1,
’n(=1 ) ,
b
’n1&1n(=1 ) ,
...,
...,
...
...,
1
&n(=2 )
b
&n1&1n(=2 )
+
_diag(es1 ’1 , ..., esn(=1 ) ’sn(=1 ) , e
t1&1 , ..., etn(=2 ) &n(=2 )).
Since the operators Bj (=1) and Bj (=2) are chosen to be non-zero, there exist
f, g # K such that (x1 , ..., xn(=1) , &y1 , ..., &yn(=2)){(0, ..., 0). But then the
homogeneous linear system of equations (49) has a non-zero solution,
which means that det W1=0. From this we conclude that either ’j=’k or
&j=&k for some j and k such that j{k, or ’ l=&p for some l and p.
However, .2rj (=) are different for different j by the construction of the
operator a2 for any fixed =. Hence, ’j {’k and &j {&k , and therefore ’l=&p
for some l and p. If =1==2 then p=l by the definition of &i and ’i . Thus
.2rl (=1)=.2rp(=2), :l (=1 , =2 , #+{ )=;p(=1 , =2 , #+{ ), and (48) can be
rewritten in the form
((Bl (=1)&q&1Bp(=2)*) f, g)=& :
n(=1 )
j=1, j{l
(Bj (=1) f, g)
: j(=1 , =2 , #+{ )
:l (=1 , =2 , #+{ )
+ :
n(=2 )
j=1, j{p
(q&1Bj (=2)* f, g)
; j (=1 , =2 , #+{ )
:l (=1 , =2 , #+{ )
.
(50)
Differentiation n2=n(=1)+n(=2)&2 times with respect to #+{ of both
sides of (50) at the point #+{ =0 produces n(=1)+n(=2)&2 equations
:
n(=1 )
j=1, j{l
’~ mj (Bj(=1) f, g) e
s~ j= :
n(=2 )
j=1, j{p
&~ mj (q
&1Bj (=2)* f, g) et
~ j, (51)
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where m # [1, ..., n2] and ’~ j , &~ j , s~ j , t~ j are given by the formulas
’~ j=
.2rl (=1)&.2rj (=1)
2(=1+=2) .2k
, &~ j=
.2rl (=1)&.2rj (=2)
2(=1+=2) .2k
,
s~ j=
(2i=1.22k&.2rj (=1))
2&(2i=1.22k&.2rl (=1))
2
4(=1+=2) .22k
,
t~ j=
(2i=1.22k&.2rj (=2))
2&(2i=1.22k&.2rl (=1))
2
4(=1+=2) .22k
.
The system of equations (49) is a homogeneous linear system of equations
with respect to (x1 , ..., xl&1 , xl+1 , ..., xn(=1) , &y1 , ..., yp&1 , yp+1 , ..., &yn(=2)),
where xj=(Bj (=1) f, g), yj=(q&1Bj (=1)* f, g) and the matrix of the system
is a n2_n2 Vandermonde matrix multiplied by a diagonal matrix with
non-zero entries
W2=\
1,
’~ 1 ,
b
’~ n2&1
1
,
...,
...,
...
...,
1,
’~ n(=1 ) ,
b
’~ n2&1n(=1 ) ,
1,
&~ 1 ,
b
&~ n2&1
1
,
...,
...,
...
...,
1
&~ n(=2 )
b
&~ n2&1n(=2 )
+
_diag(es~ 1 ’~ 1 , ..., es~ n(=1 ) ’~ n(=1 ) , e
t~ 1&~ 1 , ..., et
~ n(=2 ) &~ n(=2 )),
where we suppose that the l th and (n(=1)+ p) th columns are missing from
the both matrices in the decomposition of W2 . By the arguments analogous
to those used before, there exist l {l and p~ { p such that .2rl (=1)=.2rp~ (=2),
:l (=1 , =2 , #+{ )=;p~ (=1 , =2 , #+{ ) and if =1==2 then l = p~ .
If n(=1){n(=2), then after repeating the described ‘‘differentiation’’ proce-
dure min[n(=1), n(=2)] times we would arrive to the linear homogeneous
system with the matrix of the form similar to W1 and W2 but with non-
degenerate Vandermonde matrix. Such system has only zero solution. But
we know that it must have a non-zero solution since the operators Bj (=1)
and Bj (=2) are chosen to be non-zero. This contradiction allows us to
conclude that n(=1)=n(=2)=N , and moreover that there exists a permuta-
tion  of [1, ..., N ], such that .2rj (=1)=.2r(j)(=2), :j (=1 , =2 , #+{ )=
;( j)(=1 , =2 , #+{ ) for all j # [1, ..., N ]. In particular if =1==2 then  is
identity. From this it follows that the set [.2rj (=) | j=1, ...N ] is the same for
different =. Therefore, (48) can be rewritten in the form
:
N
j=1
((Bj(=1)&q&1B( j )(=2)*) f, g) :j(=1 , =2 , #+{ )=0. (52)
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Differentiation N times with respect to #+{ of both sides of (52) at the
point #+{ =0 produces linear homogeneous system of N equations
:
N
j=1
’mj e
sj ((Bj(=1)&q&1B( j )(=2)*) f, g)=0, m # [1, ..., N ] (53)
with respect to (x1 , ..., xN ), where xj=((Bj (=1)&q&1B( j)(=2)*) f, g) for
j # [1, ..., N ]. The matrix of the system is non-degenerate because ’j {0
and ’j {’k for j{k. Hence, the system has only zero solution. So, ((Bj (=1)
&q&1B( j)(=2)*) f, g)=0 for any f, g # K and j # [1, ..., N ], and therefore
Bj (=1)=q&1B( j)(=2)* for any j # [1, ..., N ]. In particular Bj(=1)=q&1Bj*(=1).
From this it follows that
Bj(=1)=B( j )(=2).
Hence the sets of operators (B1(=), ..., BN (=)) are equal for any = up to the
same permutation as the corresponding sets of numbers (.r1(=), ..., .rN (=)).
As a result of the above considerations we see that the action of the
operator a2 on F =1 does not depend on =, and A2 is defined on the whole
F1 by the formula
a2= :
N
l=1
e&(.2rl .2k )Q e&.2k PBl+
i/q12
q&q&1
eQ e&.2k Pvw
+
iq&12
q&q&1
e.2k Pe&Qvw. K
Let us show that the problem of describing all such representations up
to unitary equivalence contains as a subproblem the unitary classification
of families of selfadjoint operators without any relations.
To distinguish representations of the form (44) we will use the notation
(a1 , a2(B1 , ..., Bn , r1 , ..., rn), a3) if Bl {0 for l # [1, ..., n]. Moreover, we will
assume that rl<rl+1 .
Proposition 2. The representations (a1 , a2(B1 , ..., Bn , r1 , ..., rn), a3) and
(a~ 1 , a~ 2(B 1 , ..., B m , r~ 1 , ..., r~ m), a~ 3) are unitarily equivalent if and only if m=n,
ri=r~ i for i=1, ..., n, and the families (w, v, B1 , ..., Bn) and (w~ , v~ , B 1 , ..., B n)
are unitarily equivalent.
The representation (a1 , a2(B1 , ..., Bn , r1 , ..., rn), a3) is irreducible if and
only if (w, v, B1 , ..., Bn) is irreducible.
Proof. The proof is based on the following simple lemma from [S2].
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Lemma 1. Let K and K be Hilbert spaces and let B be a bounded linear
operator from L2(R)K into L2(R)K . If B intertwines the unitary groups
t [ eitQ and the selfadjoint operator e;P for some real number ;, then B is
constant, i.e. B=Ib, where b: K  K .
Let U: L2(R)K  L2(R)K be a unitary operator intertwining
(a1 , a2(B1 , ..., Bn , r1 , ..., rn), a3) and (a~ 1 , a~ 2(B 1 , ..., B m , r~ 1 , ..., r~ m), a~ 3) acting
on the spaces L2(R)K and L2(R)K respectively. Then Ue2Q=e2QU,
Ue2.2kP=e2.2k PU for  # F1 L2(R)K, and since F1 is a core for the
operators e2Q and e2.2kP, we have Ue2Qe2QU, Ue2.2k Pe2.2kPU, and U
commutes with the unitary group t [ eitQ. By Lemma 1, U=Iu, where
u is a unitary operator from K into K . Relations Ua1 a~ 1 U and Ua3 a~ 3 U
imply [u, w]=0 and [u, v]=0. Since Ua2 a~ 2 U we have that
:
n
l=1
e&(.2rl .2k )Qe&.2kPuB lu&1(e&=x
2+#x f )
= :
m
l=1
e&(.2r~ l .2k )Qe&.2k PB l (e&=x
2+#x f )
for any =>+, # # C and f # k. Thus m=n, rl=r~ l and uB lu&1=B l for
l=1, ..., n.
Let now (v, w, B1 , ..., Bn) and (v~ , w~ , B 1 , ..., B n) be unitarily equivalent
with a unitary operator u: K  K . Then it is easy to check that (a1 , a2(B1 , ...,
Bn , r1 , ..., rn), a3) and (a~ 1 , a~ 2(B 1 , ..., B m , r~ 1 , ..., r~ m), a~ 3) are unitarily equivalent
with U=Iu. Irreducibility part is proved analogously. K
It is clear that if B*=qB, then the operator q12B is selfadjoint. Write
Al=q12Bl .
Theorem 6. Any irreducible representation (a1 , a2 , a3) of M /q satisfying
the conditions (1)(5) of Proposition 1 is unitarily equivalent to one of the
following representations
a1==1 eQ,
a2= :
n
l=1
q&12e&(.2rl .2k )Q e&.2k PAl+
i/q12
q&q&1
=1 =2eQ e&.2k P
(54)
+
iq&12
q&q&1
=1=2=.2kP e&Q,
a3==2 e.2k P,
on H=L2(R)K, where = i # [&1, 1], k, rl # Z, n # N, A l*=A l # L(K), and
the family of operators (A1 , ..., An) is irreducible.
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Two such triples of operators (a1 , a2(A1 , ..., An , rl , ..., rn), a3) and
(a~ 1 , a~ 2(A 1 , ..., A m , r~ 1 , ..., r~ m), a~ 3) are unitarily equivalent if and only if m=n,
rj=r~ j for j=1, ..., n, and the corresponding sets (A1 , ..., An) and (A 1 , ..., A n)
are unitarily equivalent.
Proof. The statement easily follows from Proposition 2 and the fact
that all operators Ai commute with the symmetries w, v. K
Proposition 3. Let [a1 , a2 , a3] be a representation for the generators
of the V-algebra M /q in the Hilbert space L2(R) (KK) satisfying the
following conditions:
(1) a1=eQ_0 and a3=e.2k+1 P_1 , (i.e., [a1 , a3] is the pair of operators
from the model M&1).
(2) F&1 is invariant with respect to a2 , and a2 is a closed symmetric
operator with F&1 as a core.
(3) For any f (x) # [e&=x 2+#x | =>+, # # C] there exists a constant
c( f )>0 such that for any g # KK,
&a2( f (x)g)&c( f ) &g&KK ,
where & }&KK is a norm in the Hilbert space KK.
(4) The following relations hold
|a1 |:+i; \a2& iq
&12
q&q&1
a3 a&11 + 
=e(:+i;) i.2k+1 \a2& iq
&12
q&q&1
a3a&11 + |a1 | :+i; , (55)
[a2 , 0]=0, [a2 , _1]=0,
where  # F&1 and [a, b]=ab+ba;
(5) There exists an orthonormal basis [ fm , m # N] in KK, such that
for any =>+,
a2(e&=x
2  fm)= :
n(=)
l=1
e&= l
m (=) x 2+#l
m (=)xgml (=)
for some gml (=) # KK, and some finite set of pairwise different pairs of
numbers [=ml (=), #
m
l (=)]
n(=)
l=1 .
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Then [a1 , a2 , a3] is unitarily equivalent to one of the following representa-
tions
a1=eQ_0 ,
a2= :
N
l=1
e&(.2rl+1.2k+1 )Q e&.2k+1 PBl+
i/q12
q&q&1
eQe&.2k+1 P_0_1
+
iq&12
q&q&1
e.2k+1Pe&Q_1_0
a3=e.2k+1P_1 ,
where rl # Z, rl {rj for l{ j, and [B1 , ..., BN] is a finite family of bounded
non-zero operators on KK such that
[Bl , _0]=0, [Bl , _1]=0, Bl*=&qBl .
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 1. K
To show dependence of the operator a2 on Bi , r i we will write as usually
a2(B1 , ..., Bn , r1 , ...rn). Moreover, we will assume that rl<r l+1 .
Proposition 4. The representations (a1 , a2(B1 , ..., Bn , r1 , ..., rn), a3) and
(a~ 1 , a~ 2(B 1 , ..., B m , r~ 1 , ..., r~ m), a~ 3) are unitarily equivalent if and only if m=n,
ri=r~ i for i=1, ..., n, and the families (_0 , _1 , B1 , ..., Bn) and (_~ 0 , _~ 1 ,
B 1 , ..., B n) are unitarily equivalent.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 2. K
Lemma 2. Family of operators (_0 , _1 , B1 , ..., Bn) on KK is equal to
the following one:
_0=\I0
0
&I+ , _1=\
0
I
I
0+ , Bl=\
0
q&12Al
&q&12Al
0 + , (56)
where Al=Al* # L(K).
Proof. The operator Bl can be written in the form
Bl=\B
l
11
B l21
B l12
B l22+ ,
where B lij # L(K) for i, j # [1, 2]. The condition [_0 , Bl]=0 implies
Bl11=B
l
22=0, and the condition [_1 , Bl]=0 implies B
l
12=&B
l
21 . Taking
Al=q12B l12 we get (56). The property B*l=&qB l yields Al*=Al . K
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Theorem 7. Any irreducible representation of M /q satisfying the condi-
tions (1)(5) of Proposition 3 is unitarily equivalent to one of the following
representations
a1=eQ_0 ,
a2= :
n
l=1
e&(.2rl+1.2k+1 )Qe&.2k+1PBl+
i/q12
q&q&1
eQe&.2k+1P _0_1
(57)
+
iq&12
q&q&1
e.2k+1 Pe&Q _1_0 ,
a3=e.2k+1P_1 ,
on H=L2(R) (KK), where k, r l # Z, n # N,
Bl=\ 0q&12Al
&q&12Al
0 + ,
Al=Al* # L(K) and the family (A1 , ..., An) is irreducible.
Two such triples of operators (a1 , a2(B1 , ..., Bn , r1 , ..., rn), a3) and
(a~ 1 , a~ 2(B 1 , ..., B m , r~ 1 , ..., r~ m), a~ 3) are unitarily equivalent if and only if m=n,
ri=r~ i for i=1, ..., n, and the corresponding sets (A1 , ..., An) and (A 1 , ..., A n)
are unitarily equivalent.
Proof. Let C: L2(R) (KK)  L2(R) (K K ) be a bounded
operator intertwining the triples of operators (a1 , a2(B1 , ..., Bn , r1 , ..., rn), a3)
and (a~ 1 , a~ 2(B 1 , ..., B m , r~ 1 , ..., r~ m), a~ 3). Analysis similar to that given in
Proposition 2 shows that C=Ic, where c: (KK)  (K K ) is a bounded
operator such that c_0=_~ 0c, c_1=_~ 1c and cBl=B lc. From these relations
we conclude c=c1c1, where c1: K  K and c1Al=A lc1. This gives the
required statement. K
Theorem 5 now follows from Propositions 1, 2 and Theorem 6 for the
case when [a1 , a3] # C2k(q), and from Propositions 3, 4 and Theorem 7 for
the case [a1 , a3] # C2k+1(q). K
Remark 3. The operator a2 defined in Proposition 2 and 4 is symmetric.
An interesting problem is to clarify when formulas (54) and (57) determine
selfadjoint operators.
From Theorem 5 it follows that the classification of representations of
our algebra defined on some dense domain is very difficult problem. It
contains as a subproblem classification of arbitrary families of bounded
selfadjoint operators.
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4.2.
The next step is to determine integrable (‘‘well-behaved’’) representations.
Definition 4. Suppose that a1 , a3 are selfadjoint operators and a2 is
a symmetric operator on a Hilbert space H. We shall say that a triple
[a1 , a2 , a3] is an integrable representation of the algebra M /q if:
(1) H0=ker a1=ker a3 is reducing for a2 (i.e. a2=a~ 2  a^2 , a1=a~ 1 0
and a3=a~ 3 0 on H=H =0 H0), and a^2*=a^2 , on H=H
=
0 H0 ;
(2) there exists n # N such that [a1 , a3] # Cn(q);
(3) the closure of the Casimir operator
2=iq&12(q&q&1) a3a2 a1+/q&1a21+q
&1a23
is selfadjoint and commutes with a1 , a3 in the sense of resolution of the
identity (i.e., strongly);
(4) a~ 2 is the closure of the operator
iq12
(q&q&1)
(&a~ &13 a~
&1
1 2+q
&1a~ 3 a~ &11 +/q
&1a~ &13 a~ 1).
In this case we shall write [a1 , a2 , a3] # Cn(q).
As in the case R2q consider the following two models.
(M/1). Let (v, w) be a pair of commuting symmetries and A*=A be
an operator acting on K such that vAAv, wAAw. Define operators a~ 1 ,
a~ 2 and a~ 3 on H=L2(R)K by
a~ 1=eQw,
a~ 2=q12e&.2k Pe&QA+i
/q&12
q&q&1
e&.2k PeQwv+i
q&12
q&q&1
e.2k Pe&Qwv,
a~ 3=e.2kPv.
(M/&1). Let A*=A be an operator acting on KK, and _0A&A_0 ,
_1 A&A_1 . Define operators a~ 1 , a~ 2 and a~ 3 on H=L2(R) (KK) by
a~ 1=eQ_0 ,
a~ 2=&iq12e&.2k+1P e&QA+i
/q&12
q&q&1
e&.2k+1PeQ_1_0
+i
q&12
q&q&1
e.2k+1Pe&Q_1_0 ,
a~ 3=e.2k+1 P_1 .
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Theorem 8. Suppose that ker a1=ker a3=[0]. Then each integrable
triple [a1 , a2 , a3] # Ck(q) is unitarily equivalent to the triple [a~ 1 , a~ 2 , a~ 3]
described in the model (M/1) if k is even, and to the triple [a~ 1 , a~ 2 , a~ 3] in the
model (M/&1) if k is odd.
Proof. Let a~ i , i=1, 2, 3, be operators from the model M/1 . Set
F 1=l.s.[e&=x
2+#x f | =>+, # # C, f # D], where D is a core for the selfad-
joint operator A which is invariant with respect to A, v and w. It is clear
that F 1 is invariant with respect to a~ i , i=1, 2, 3, and a~ &1i , i=1, 3.
Moreover for any vector f # F 1
(iq&12(q&q&1) a~ 3a~ 2a~ 1+/q&1a~ 21+q
&1a~ 23) f=I i(q&q&1) Avwf,
and hence the Casimir operator 2 is selfadjoint and commutes strongly
with a~ 1 , a~ 3 . Since the operators
iq12e&.2k Pe&QA, i
q&12
q&q&1
e&.2kP eQ, i
q&12
q&q&1
e.2kPe&Q
are symmetric by Proposition A.1, [S1], we have that a~ 2 is symmetric.
Conversely, if ker a1=ker a3=[0] and [a1 , a3] # C2k(q) then by
Theorem 4 the pair [a1 , a3] is unitarily equivalent to the following
a1=eQw, a3=e.2k Pv
acting on L2(R)K, where K is a Hilbert space, v, w are symmetries in K.
Since the Casimir operator 2 strongly commutes with a1 and a3 , we have
that 2 strongly commutes with eQ, e.2k P and hence with the unitary group
t [ eitQ. Thus, by Lemma 1, any spectral projection of 2 is constant, hence
so is the operator 2, i.e.,
2=I i(q&q&1) Avw, (58)
where A is a selfadjoint operator acting on the Hilbert space K. Moreover,
A commutes with the symmetries v, w. The form of the operator a2 easily
follows from the definition.
Similar arguments, when applied to the triple [a1 , a2 , a3] # C2k+1(q)
with F &1=l.s. [e&=x
2+#x f | =>+, # # C, f # D] where DKK is a core
for A and is invariant with respect to A, _0 and _1 , give that [a1 , a2 , a3]
is unitarily equivalent to a triple described in the model M/&1 . K
Corollary 1. Let [a1 , a2 , a3] be an integrable representation of M /q
such that ker a1=ker a3=[0]. Then there exists a dense linear subspace
DD(a1) & D(a2) & D(a3) of H such that
(1) aiD=D, |a1 | it D=D, |a3 | it D=D for t # R;
(2) D is a core for a1 , a3 , a&11 , a
&1
3 , 2;
(3) relations (36) hold on D.
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Proof. For instance, one may take F j for operators from the model M/j .
The set F j is a core for all operators e:Q, e;P, since F j is invariant with
respect to the unitary groups t  eitQ, t  eitP. K
Remark 4. From the corollary it follows that each integrable represen-
tation [a1 , a2 , a3] # Cn(q) determines a V-representation of our algebra
(see [S4]).
Remark 5. Note that for representations given by formulas (54) and
(57) the Casimir operator is equal to
2=i(q&q&1) =1=2 :
n
l=1
e(2?(rl&k).2k)P Al
and
2=iq12(q&q&1) :
n
l=1
e(2?(rl&k).2k+1)PBl_1_0 ,
respectively. From Lemma 1 we conclude that 2 does not commute with
operators a1 , a3 in the sense of resolution of the identity.
Now we are able to describe integrable irreducible representations of our
algebra.
Theorem 9. Any integrable irreducible representation [a1 , a2 , a3] of M /q is
unitarily equivalent to the following
Case I. H=L2(R).
a1==1eQ,
a2=q12*e&.2k Pe&Q+i
/q&12
q&q&1
=1 =2 e&.2k PeQ+i
q&12
q&q&1
=1 =2e.2k Pe&Q,
a3==2e.2k P,
where =i # [&1, 1], * # R.
In this case the Casimir operator 2 is equal to i(q&q&1) *=1 =2I.
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Case II. H=L2(R)C2.
a1=eQ_0 ,
a2=&iq12 e&.2k+1P e&QA+i
/q&12
q&q&1
e&.2k+1PeQ_1_0
+i
q&12
q&q&1
e.2k+1Pe&Q_1_0 ,
a3=e.2k+1P_1 ,
where
A=\ 0&i*
i*
0 + ,
and * # R.
In this case the Casimir operator 2 is equal to i(q&q&1) *I.
Case III. H=C1: a1=0, a2=*, a3=0, * # R.
Proof. From Theorem 8 it follows that any integrable representation is
unitarily equivalent to a representation described in models M/1 and M
/
&1 .
Applying the same argument as in Propositions 2, 4 and Theorems 6, 7 we
conclude that such irreducible representations are realized by the formulas
given in the theorem. K
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